Freeze Payments to Junta and Save Myanmar
Myanmar’s military began its involvement in business after the
socialist coup of the late General Nay Win in 1962. One of their main
businesses include Myanmar Oil and Gas Enterprise (MoGE), which is
under the control of Myanmar military. Myanmar Economic
Corporation (MEC) is also one of the biggest shareholders in MoGE.
According to 2021-2022 Myanmar budget report, estimated about 2.4
billion of US dollar will be received from ‘Oil and Gas Corporations’
to Military junta.
Myanmar Military has been profiting from these oil and gas
corporations since long before. Its foreign income is also one of the
main reasons why military dictatorship sustains in Myanmar
according to the ‘88 uprising’. But this time, we need to raise voice
against the oil and gas corporations that keep financing the Myanmar
military. Hence, we are calling on foreign governments and oil and
gas corporations to freeze payment to Junta and save Myanmar.
Let’s show our solidarity against Military Junta by joining our twitter
campaign on ‘Global Call - Oct 25 and 31’.

Blood Money
Campaign
‘GLOBAL CALL’

Pressure Total, Chevron, and all energy corporations to freeze
payments to Military Junta.
Hear us out! Solidarity wins!

TWITTER CAMPAIGN

Tweet to Foreign Government and Oil and Gas Operations

Any payment to Junta is one of the main sources of blood
money and legitimacy to the military dictatorship and its
atrocities. Revenues from these sectors are one of the
biggest income sources and keep the arm force equipped.
Myanmar generals have been using this revenues in
oppressing its civilians and crimes against humanity.

USE A GIVEN SAMPLE TWEETS OR CREATE YOUR OWN!
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Foreign oil and gas companies have
funded Myanmar Junta for decades
despite human rights violations
committed by Junta.
It’s time for them to stand with the
people of Myanmar.
Stop being an accessory to murder!
@TotalEnergies @Chevron
#FreezePaymentsToJunta
#GMSRxBMC

Key handles and hashtags to include in all tweets where
possible:

Total @TotalEnergies
Chevron @Chevron
#FreezePaymentsToJunta #SanctionMOGE
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Foreign oil and gas companies like
@TotalEnergies @Chevron have
continued their investments despite
the Myanmar military’s series of
massacres. Stop financing atrocities
and crimes against humanity!
#SanctionMOGE
#Total_StopSponsoringSAC

#Total_StopSponsoringSAC
#Chevron_StopSponsoringSAC
#BloodMoneyCampaignMM #GMSRxBMC
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Stop yourself from becoming an
accomplice in war crimes and
atrocities in Myanmar. Stop
legitimizing the military junta with
your tax revenues!
@TotalEnergies @Chevron
#BloodMoneyCampaignMM
#FreezePaymentsToJunta
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Foreign governments must urge
@TotalEnergies @Chevron to
suspend all payments to MOGE, the
state-owned entity firmly under the
general’s control for the last two
decades. #SanctionMOGE
#Chevron_StopSponsoringSAC

